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Motivation: “clear day” flooding with no storm in the area.
Could this be due to remote influence from the Gulf Stream?



The role of the Gulf Stream in sea level rise received special attention in recent years
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J. Coastal Res. 2012

Impact of ocean dynamics on sea level rise:
Research triggered by 3 separate studies (2012) that 
indicate a “hotspot of accelerated SLR” in the mid-
Atlantic coast north of Cape Hatteras.
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(Method: linear trends over different periods)
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(Method: non-linear Empirical Mode Decomposition)



How can ocean dynamics affect coastal sea level?
Sea level is not level: ocean currents → sea level slope (Geostrophic balance)

The Gulf Stream keeps sea level on the US East Coast ~1-1.5 m (3-5 feet) lower 
than water offshore.

In warmer climate the Atlantic Ocean circulation is expected to weaken
If the Gulf Stream slows down → coastal sea level would rise!!!
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SLR in Norfolk:
• ~3.5 mm/y (1950s-80s)  ~1.1 ft/century 
• ~6 mm/y (1980s-today) ~1.9 ft/cen
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why in some years sea level is higher 
than normal everywhere?

(more floods!)

SLR in Annapolis:
• ~2.1 mm/y (1950s-80s)  ~0.7 ft/cen
• ~4.3 mm/y (1980s-today) ~1.4 ft/cen

Influence from 
outside the Bay?



Decadal variations of sea level from tide gauge stations 
Why do stations in different locations show the same pattern? 
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Correlation between 
change in GS and SL:

R=-0.85 

Ezer et al., (2013)



Florida Current Transport

Coherent variations in coastal sL along the 
entire U.S. East Coast are anti-correlated 

with the transport of the Gulf Stream 
measured in the Florida Straits 

Short-term fluctuations:



Ocean circulation models help to understand the mechanism of 
the Gulf Stream-coastal sea level relations

(from Ezer, 2016)
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How can large-scale variations in the ocean offshore can impact coastal sea level?
One of the mechanism is the generation of Coastal Trapped Waves (CTW) 

Simple models show that CTW depend on:

- Length and time-scale of forcing
- Frequency of forcing
- Shape of continental shelf and slope
- Shape of coastline  



Impact of topography on coastal-trapped-waves (forcing:  Slope Current variations)

Warning for sea-level prediction by climate 
models that do not resolve the coastline…

Coastal SL anomaly



Impact of tropical 
storms and hurricanes

• Hurricane Isabel (2003) made landfall 
& caused 1.5 m storm surge that lasted 
a few hours (2nd largest in history)

• During Hurricane Joaquin (2015) that 
stayed offshore high water and 
flooding lasted for almost 2-weeks!

• Why?

2-days

2-weeks



Hurricane Joaquin
(9/30/2015)

1m sea-lev anomaly →

weak Florida Current  anomaly →

Sep-Oct 2015: severe flooding on the southeast 
US coast: a combination of Hurricane Joaquin 
and weakening Gulf Stream

“Clear-Day Flooding”
in Norfolk, VA

Hurr .→ GS → coastal SL



50% drop in the Gulf Stream flow!  →

2-weeks of high 
water and flooding 

Hurricane Matthew



Study air-sea-coast interactions 
during hurricanes in two steps:

1. Analyze NOAA’s operational 
coupled hurricane model 
(HWRF-POM)

2. Sensitivity experiments 
with ocean only model:

• No surface forcing
• HF only
• WIND only             from HWRF-POM
• HF+WIND
• Gulf Stream           from FC transport

→ Hurricane Matthew is used 
as a case study



Hurricane Matthew (2016) did not reach the Mid-Atlantic coast, but 
nevertheless caused severe flooding there, why?

Surface currents in the coupled model show that the hurricane 
disrupts the flow of the Gulf Stream

Ezer (2018)



The coupled HWRF-POM model has some 
skill in predicting coastal sea level, but 

storm surge was not simulated very well 
in the MAB (the model was not intended 

to be a coastal ocean model…)
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On the other hand, ocean only POM 
(1/12deg) forced by wind from the 
coupled model has better skill in 

predicting storm surge



We can also use the numerical model to simulate the 
contribution of the Gulf Stream by forcing the model with the 
Florida Current observations during the storm (but no wind)

Conclusion: indirect impact of a 
hurricane on sea level can last several 
days after the hurricane disappeared 





Several days after Hurricane Matthew disappeared, coastal sea level remained high
(especially in the Chesapeake Bay and north of the Gulf stream)



~ a week before Hurricane Matthew:

typical meso-scale eddies

~ a week after Hurricane Matthew:

• Gulf Stream remained weaker along most 
of its path

• coastal sea level remained high along 
most of the U.S. coast

Altimeter data confirm model results



Sensitivity model simulations show how the surface forcing impact 
temperature changes during the Hurricane (up to 4oC cooling)

forcing:
WIND+HF

forcing:
only HF

forcing:
only WIND



Note that due to the interaction of Hurricane Matthew with the Gulf Stream, the 
pattern of cooling is different than typical impact of hurricanes

Hurricane Igor (2010)
Hurricane Matthew (2016)

Hurricane Isaac (2012)
(from Yablonsky et al, 2015)

Hurricane Wilma (2005)
(from Oey et al, 2006)

warming of the 
Loop Current

warming near GS



The interaction between the hurricane’s winds and the Gulf Stream flow results 
in cooling (and warming!) near fronts and eddies



 short-term direct impact of wind 

long-term impact on ocean stability →

warmer
(more stable)

cooler
(less stable)



Questions:

• With warming climate, are Atlantic storms 
(tropical storms and hurricanes) getting stronger, 
more frequent, or last longer? 

• Do storms have a lasting impact on ocean 
circulation (e.g., the Gulf Stream)



A shift in the pattern of hurricanes since the 1990s?
More days with storms- do they last longer due to warmer waters?

max storm days
before 1990s

Hur. Cat. 1-2

max storm days
after 1990s

Hur. Cat. 1-2



A shift in the pattern of hurricanes since the 1990s?
More days with storms- do they last longer due to warmer waters?

max storm days
before 1990s

Hur. Cat. 3-5

max storm days
after 1990s

Hur. Cat. 3-5



Potential lasting impact of tropical storms and hurricanes on the FC:
Lower mean transport and larger probability of extremely weak FC.

Lower mean transport 
and higher probability 
of extremely weak 
Florida Current



Thank You


